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                                 'ABSTRACT
     The .direct heating method of measuring the trqe specifip heas,.ef rnetal$ has been,-
     irnproved. The details of apparatus and ex. perirnental procedurq are given. The.accuracy
     of the present method is shown in detail with the experimental data for copper. The
     advantages of the present method lie in the considerable precision and speediness.

                                               '
1. Introduction

   For the eeterminatioB of specific heat of metals, a rpethod has been adopted by
Jaeger and' Diesselhorst(1) and others (2-5) in which spec!mens in the form of arod
or a wire are heated directly by an electric current. In this method thg temperature
is raeasured usually by thermo-couples or resistance thermometers. The writer has
tried to develop a new method in which the temperature is determlned by measuring
the linear expans!on of the specimen. The advantages of the present method lie in
its precision and speediness.

2. 'Theory ef the method

  Now consider the ideal case of a uniform wire of metal exposed to the air held
at constant temperature ee. Letp andr be the mass and the res!stance bf the wire
per unit length respective!y, and also let pa, c and h be the perimeter, the specific heat
and the surface emissivity of the wire respectively. Further, !et an e!ec'tric cttrrent
of intensity i flow through the wire. Then the temperature 0 of the wire at any time
t wiii be given by the equation :

                               12o'
                        ,ocde -- -J dt-ph(e-e,) dt, • (l)

where Jis the mechanical equivalent of heat. In the following lines, the dimensions,
temperatures, times and heat quantities are expressed in centimeters, degrees, Centi-
grade, seconds and calories respective!y.
  On integration the soiution of equation (1) rnay be written as :

                  e-e,--itl'i:(i-l,agl't+g,(.bCl`)2-•••]. (2)

  If the timetis small and tke surface of the wire is po!ished suMciently in order
to dimin!sh the emissivity, the term -2;.-(pht!pc)2 in equatioR (2) may be neglected in

   * Communicated by Professor S. To;notika.
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comparison with the first two terms. For exampie, if the wlre is of copper, and
t == 8, h == O.OO03 apd,..p,=i Q..9, the value of -2.}-(pahtlpc)g becomes Q.eOOI. Thus, equation

                                                             '                                                '(2) may now be wtitten as:' ' ' ' ''
                           e-e,xJl"p-e',t(1-giill'lt,). (3)

Therefore it is seen that the temperature-excess (0 - eo) is represented by a quadratic
function of the time t. Since, over a short range of temPerature, the magnitude of
thermal expansion is proportional to the increase of temperature, the 1!near expansion
l oi the wire per unit length at tije time t may be expressed as foilows:

                                l == At + Bt2 ,

where' A and B are cortstants. If the thermal expans!ons at tt and t2 are denoted by
li and l2 respect!vely, we have

tde

o
== A=

llt22 - l2tlD

tlt2(t2 - tl) '
(4)

where ldlldtie is. the ratio at t=:O.of the !inear expansion per unit length to the time,
at which tlte heat-loss from the sitrface of the wire is nil. The tempbrature-rise dO

per unit time is equal to Ala, where ev is the coethcient of linear expansion, provided
thatr the heat-!oss is nil. Therefore the specific heat c is ca!culated from the formuia :

.l L'e' J""o.a

C == Jplie -tu  J,oA'
(5>

3. Apparatus and experimental procedure

   The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. S is the specimen in the
form of' a uniform wire, the both ends of which being bent rectangu!arly and immersed
in mercury cupS. The specimen tests upon a knife edge K and upon a roller with
a,mirror, the roller rest!ng upon a horizonta! fiat plate too. S' is a wire of the samff'
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material and shape as S.
   The e!eetric circuits connecting the battery Ei , the standard resistance, the potentio-
meter, S and S' are shown in Fig. 1. The electric current fiowing through S' is capable
ef being exchanged to S by rrteans of a relay which works at an instant at which
Kater's pendu!um comes to the vertical position and passes through the mercury
contact. The intensity of electr!c current can be determined by means of the standard
resistance and the potentiometer. The light started from,the !amp I passes•through
the scale and then is refiected at the mirror M and again passes through the telescope
with a cross-wire and through a hole in a plate •which is attached to Kater's pendulupa,
and enters finaliy into the camera. The light can pass through the hole when and
only when the pendulum comeg. to the vertical position.
   At the beginning of the observation, the pendulum is inclined so that the light is
obstructed to enter into the camera, and the electric current fiows through S'. After
a few minutes, when the electric current has become steady, the pendulum is started.
When it comes to the vertical pos!tion, the light enters into the camera through the
hole and the images of the scale aRd the cross-wire are photographed, and at the same
t!me the electric current is exchanged from S' to S. After ti and t2 seconds, the light
is made to enter into the camera separately, photographing the displacement of the
image of the scale at each time, and thus the thermal expansions li and l2 for the
time intervals ti and t2 respectively are calculated. Thus the value of ldlldtle is
obtained by equation (4). At the same time the intenSity of the electric current is
measured, while the resistance and the coeMcient of thermal expansion are determined
by separate experiments.

4. Sources of errer

   Q) If the length of the wire of specimen is too short, the temperature-rise at the
centre becemes larger than the one at the end, and heat flows along the length of the
wire, which gives rise to an error, especially when the specimen is of a•good conductor.
The appropriate length of the wire is so determined experimenta11y that the temperature
at any point on the specimen may rise equally when itis heated by .electric• current.
   (2) When the temperatureexcess is too large and the radius of the wire is too
small, Newton's law will not be appiicable.
   (3) When the time interval of heating ig too long and the radius of the wire is

too smali, the heat-loss from the surface becomes !arge in comparison with the heat
quantity used to raise the temperature of the wire, as is evident from equation (3), and
consequently the experimental error may increase.
   (4) If the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere is not constant, a.correction
is needed. For example, when the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere is
ascending, the thermal expansion due to its effect for the time•ti must be subtracted
from li in equation (4).

5. Precision of.the,method

   The precision of the present method wi!! be shown, taking, as an example, the measure-

ments for electrolytic copper. The specimens in the form of uniform wire of 2.9mm
in diameter were annealed in vacuum at the temperature 550e for 30 minutes and then
cooled down slowly to the room temperature. With three specimens, eighteen measqre
ments were carried out. The detailed experimental data for one'typical measurement
are shown below. The results of a!1 our measurements are given in Table I•I.. ,,
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                       TyPical exPerimental data
Mean temperature ef the specimen during the experiment: 30.50,
Distance between the rairror and the scale: 78.65 crn,
Length of the specimen between the k"nife-edge and the axis of the roller : 17.51 cm,
Diameter of the roller: O.2643 cm,
Period of Kater's pendulum <T): 2.379sec,
  t, == 4T, t, za 8T, l, =O.9448 Å~ 10-5 cm, l, =: 1.8437 Å~ 10-5 cm,
  A = 1.e170 Å~ 10-6 cmfsec, 1=; 22.57 ampere , a =: O.OOOO1651,
  rtr=O.OOO02733ohmlcrn, 1--4.185, p--O.5868grlcm, dO=:O.061590,
  c == Pr/(lpdO) = O.09205.

TABLE I

Specimen No. 1 Specimen No. 2

Temp.

26.ge

26.3

28.0

28.9

305
305

Specific heat

Mean 28.5

O.Q9186

  9177
  9202
  9180
  9164
  92e5

O.09186

Temp•

26.7"

26.8

27.4

28.2

31.6

31.3

28.7

Specific heat

e.eg2ol

  9160
  9166
  9189
  9206
  9202

O.09]87

Specimen No. 3

Temp.

26a"
26.7

28.2

29.0

3i.1

30.2

28.6

Specific heat

O.09206

  9191
  9172
  9183
  9233
  9171

O.09193

   The specthc heat at 28.60 ls O.g9189 Å} O.OOO04, the experimental error being O.e3%.
The true values of specific heat for copper obtained by other authors are summarized
in Table II, wkere the "specific heat at 18e" is the modified va!ue obtained from the
observed one by assuming that the temperature coeMcient of specific .heat is e.Oe041 (6).
   The present wrlter measured also the speclfic heats of constantan and brass by
making use of the same method. The experimenta! error of these measureTnents was
about e.05% which s' hows better precision of the present method' in comparison with
those obtainable by the method of mixture or cooling.

TABm !I

Experimenter

Gaede (7)
GriMth (8)
Harper (2)
Present writer

Specific heat observed

O.09]C8 at 16.7"

O.09159 at l4.21e

O.egls at 2oe
O.09189 at 2s.6"

Specific heat at 18"

E
8I8,917i2 e.ogi43

O.091421

O.09145
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